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A FESTIVE FUND RAISING EVENING AT THE

ARBORETUM FOR MEMBERS AND THEIR GUESTS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1979

5:30 to 11:00 P.M.

DINNER ENTERTAINMENT SURREY RIDES DANCING

BOAT RIDES ON THE LAGOON HORSELESS CARRIAGE RIDES

TOURS OF THE QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE
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Los Angeles County Depart

waiting for the Arboretum gates

to open for the Baldwin Bonanza

plant sale May 6. Once inside,

shoppers carrying boxes and baskets

dispersed among displays of orchids,

vegetables, ferns, houseplants, cy-

cads, palms, and newly introduced

plants, many of which are available

only at the Arboretum.

Pelargoniums were the biggest

attraction again this year, according

to Marj Roos, chairman of the ninth

annual Bonanza, with the entire

supply sold out during the early

hours of the event.

\
' tdded suspense with hour-

ly drawings for selected plants and
a main drawing at the end of the

day. Holders of winning tickets for

the major prizes took home a color

patio fui

the California Arboretum Founda- Provine. After the final accounting
tion volunteer organization, Las is completed, the profits from Bald-

Voluntarias; the Arboretum staff; win Bonanza will go toward sup-
Bonanza Chairman Marj Roos; and port of the Arboretum and its pro-

Superintendent John

watercolor, and a greenhouse.

The number of tickets to the Pre-

view Party Saturday evening was
limited this year for the first time.

Foundation members responded so

enthusiastically to the opportunity

to make advance plant selections

that most of the tickets had been
reserved about a week before the

party.

Credit for the resounding success

of Baldwin Bonanza IX goes to

Arboreti
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PLANT PORTRAITS

Cryptanthus
Ornamental Earth Stars

by Tim Lorman

( )

COMMON NAMES OF PLANTS, al-

though useless to taxonomists

and other scientific types, are helpful

to almost everybody else simply be-

cause they offer some clue to what

a plant looks like, which is why

common names evolved in the first

place.

Members of the genus Cryptan-

thus are called earth stars, a pretty

good descriptive name. They are

starlike in shape and symmetry and,

unlike other members of the brome-

liad family, they are terrestrial,

growing in organic, well-drained

soil in their native South America.

The leaves of cryptanthus are usu-

ally crinkled, mottled, and striped,

forming stemless rosettes ranging in

size from a few inches to over 30

inches in diameter. Many in Florida

are over 36 inches across. They are

found in such diverse colors as

brown, rose, green, silver, char-

Hra\\ »ink, white,

Earth stars must be grown in con-

tainers in our climate. They make

excellent houseplants for coffee

tables or other low places where

their color and symmetry can be

viewed from above. These plants

are also good in atrium plantings

where the light is diffused. They

blend well with larger bromeliads in

the background and among natural

fallen logs or rocks in subtropical

gardens. Many hobbyists with green-

houses, as well as commercial grow-

ers, find that cryptanthus grow very

well near the ground level of a

greenhouse where it is cool, shady,

humid, and moist. Curling and

browning of leaf tips will occur if

cryptanthus do not receive sufficient

humidity.

Being acid-loving plants, cryptan-

thus thrive in a medium consisting

of equal parts of Canadian peat

moss and #2 perlite. Straight ground

sphagnum moss is also good but

must never be allowed to dry out or

become soggy. Like all members of

the Bromeliaceae, cryptanthus pre-

fer adequate air circulation and

temperatures of 68° - 80° F. for best

All but two cryptanthus have

small white flowers that last a very

short time. The flowers emerge both

from the center of the rosette and

from the leaf axils, followed later

by one to six or more offsets or pups.

Some cryptanthus send out long

stolons from the leaf axils with

new plants later developing on the

ends of the stolons, making attrac-

tive hanging basket plants. One
cryptanthus especially good as a

hanging plant is C. 'Cascade.' It
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has branching stolons up to three

feet long. The main mother plant

of C. 'Cascade' forms a flat rosette

about a foot across. It will remain

a glossy green in poor light and turn

copper-red in bright light. For a

plant that produces an abundance
of offsets, try C. bivittatus minor.

One cryptanthus that can tolerate

low humidity is C. bahianus.

Bright light is necessary to bring

out the best colors of cryptanthus.

Reflected bright light is also good,

but direct sunlight must be avoid-

ed. An interesting feature of the

cryptanthus is that an individual

species or cultivar will take on a

different size, shape, and color de-

pending on the amount of light it

receives. Cryptanthus that have
characteristic pinkish hues or are

variegated will require bright light Cryptanthus fosterianus 'Elaine.'

Cryptanthus bromedioides 'Tricolor.

for most of the day to maintain or

increase their color.

Cryptanthus store abundant
water in their leaves and can be
allowed to go somewhat dry be-

tween waterings. Dried-out peat

moss mixes are very difficult to re-

wet and may need heavy watering
after going quite dry.

Unless you want maximum size

plants, do not fertilize cryptanthus.

Many of the most showy colored

cryptanthus, like other bromeliads,
are not influenced by additions of

fertilizer. But, if you prefer, a com-
mercial water soluble fertilizer may
be used. This should be a weak
strength solution such as one-fourth
the recommended combination of

15-30-15 (N-P-K, respectively) used
monthly, spring through early fall.

Like other bromeliads, the plant
will go into a reproductive stage
after it blooms, sending out a num-
ber of offsets to replace the slowly
declining mother plant. When each
of the numerous offsets reaches one-
third to one-half the size of the
mother plant it can easily be re-
moved by gently moving the offset

back and forth until it releases.
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Pot young offsets in 2Vi - 3 inch

plastic or clay pots so the base of

the plant is buried to the first set of

leaves or until the plant lies barely

flat on the soil surface. Unrooted

offsets will begin rooting within a

few weeks using the peat and per-

lite mix.

Tim Lorman, Arboretum staff

horticulturist, is responsible for the

maintenance of the greenhouses and

Queen Anne Frolic

PR one rare evening the glisten-

ing mirrors and stained glass

windows of the Queen Anne Cot-

tage will reflect again the gaiety of

an earlier era. The cottage, Califor-

nia Historic Landmark #367, can

usually be viewed only through the

windows, but at the biennial Frolic

this authentically restored and fur-

nished example of turn-of-the-cen-

tury elegance will be seen from a

unique perspective. Foundation

members and their guests will be

able to literally put themselves in

Lucky Baldwin's place on special

tours of the interior of the cottage

during the September 28 event.

The festivities begin at 5:30 p.m.

and continue until 11 p.m. Escorted

rides in horse drawn surreys, an-

tique cars, and a lagoon boat will fill

the twilight hours. Then, after an

alfresco dinner, the orchestra will

provide music for an evening of

dancing in the mall beside the

Invitations will be mailed to Foun-

dation members in August. Mrs.

John (Elaine) Hoffman, chairman

of the Queen Anne Frolic Commit-

tee, emphasizes the importance of

making prompt reservations. Only

a limited number of members can

be accommodated, so plan early to

attend this fund raising event that

will also be a fun evening.

Baldwin Bonanza IX

The excitement of owning a rare

plant like this black boy (Xanthor-

rhoea quadrangulata ) seemed to

make vision a secondary consider-

Large, dramatic plants like these cymbidiums (left) and staghom fern

(Platycerium) were among the first to be chosen at the plant sale.
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